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Em C
If I can't have your heart lets go back to the start
Cos time as it stands'll never (can’t) keep us apart
If I can't share your soul, I may never be whole

Em Fmaj7
But give me yourself       and I'll take control

Em C G D Em   C G        D/F#
Time it was What a time Look at you feel you burning inside
Em  C Em C     Em
Coming close, I like this game Feel the rush when you feel the same

  C   Em D
Now I'm closer than before and I'm knocking on your door

Em C
Back at the start,  I was ruled by my heart

          Wanting more than before  but it forced us apart
  Though there is nothing more,        we could crash to the floor

       Em       Fmaj7
      Before the day that I die       I'd like to be sure

Em C G        D Em C G        D
In my mind I touch and turn you We're alone I crash and burn you
Em C      Em    C           Em
I have been down on one knee, Let you, leave you, Set you free

   C Em    D
Come to terms with what must be, There is more than you could see

Em  C
If I was back at the start, I would rip out my heart
I would save you and send you to me

If nothing more we would crash to the floor
        Em Fmaj7       /

And know how it feels to be free To feel more than all you could see

Em /D /C /D
Want you, (do you, do you)

   Em     /D   /C /D
Want Me II, (me to, me too) repeat

Into You I reach Forever In a Trance we Come Together
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